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QUESTION 1

A company uses Service Cloud and B2C Commerce and now wants to enable the \\'Order on Behalf of functionality on
its storefront. The customers using the storefront are Person and Household accounts. 

Which three design and architecture considerations should a Solution Architect follow to ensure that the \\'Order on
Behalf of functionality works well for all the designated storefront customers? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Verify that the permissions used are Login_On_Behalf, Login_Agent, and Create_Order_On_BehaIf_Of business
manager functional permissions. 

B. The Order on Behalf of feature in the Service to B2C Commerce Connector only supports person accounts as a
customer model by default. 

C. Default user is required for anonymous storefront shoppers. 

D. The REST calls between B2C Commerce and Service Cloud do not count towards API governor limits. 

E. Verify that agents are Service Cloud and B2C Commerce users with Order on Behalf rights. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 2

A company wants to integrate B2C Commerce and Marketing Cloud so that customers shopping online can be
segmented for marketing campaigns like Abandoned Cart and Post Purchase Journeys. 

Which two actions are needed to enable an Abandoned Cart Journey? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Integrate product, order, and customer data feeds into Marketing Cloud Data Extensions 

B. Integrate product, order, and customer data feeds into Service Cloud objects 

C. Use Mulesoft to bring order and customer data feeds from B2C Commerce to Marketing Cloud 

D. Implement the Marketing Cloud coilect.js through the storefront by using the Connector\\'s reference implementation 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

A company is seeing an increased volume of customers browsing for higher-value items, as well as longer consideration
times before customers place orders based on what is in their shopping carts. 

What are two tactics that a Solution Architect could recommend to increase checkouts and decrease the time from
adding items to completing a checkout? 
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Choose 2 answers 

A. Enable customer service agents to enroll customers in an Abandoned Cart Journey in Marketing Cloud if an
interaction does not result in the processing of an order. 

B. Enable customer service agents to update and complete a cart transaction on behalf of the customer. 

C. When the cart value reaches a certain value, push a chat request to assist the customer with the checkout process. 

D. Monitor the cart items and time since it has been active in B2C Commerce and send a reminder and checkout
incentive 18 hours after the cart was last modified. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

A company recently launched their ecommerce sites for three countries: Australia, New Zealand, and Singapore. The
company is now looking to set up marketing automations using Marketing Cloud. 

Their B2C Commerce is configured with two realms: ANZ and SE Asia. Each country has a site within their respective
realm: Australia and New Zealand sites are within ANZ and Singapore is within SE Asia. 

Which account hierarchy should a Solution Architect recommend for the Marketing Cloud set up? 

A. Use a separate Marketing Cloud tenant for each site 

B. Use a separate Marketing Cloud tenant for each realm and map business units to sites within each realm 

C. Use a single Marketing Cloud tenant and map business units to each site irrespective of the realm 

D. Use a single Marketing cloud tenant and map business units to each realm 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A financial services company wants to implement Service Cloud and Marketing Cloud. A number of profile attributes
required for personalization in Marketing Cloud were identified as personally identifiable information (PII) and are too
sensitive to be stored in Salesforce. 

Tokenized Sending was presented as a way to address these concerns. 

Which two implications should a Solution Architect consider if Marketing Cloud Connect is to be used for cloud
integration? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. The synchronized data extensions will include the token and all PII attributes 

B. All emails will need to be sent through Marketing Cloud or Marketing Cloud Connect to avoid disruptions 

C. The standard email address field for contacts and leads needs to be populated with a token 
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D. The token with all supporting attributes will need to be stored in Service Cloud 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

During discovery conversations an organization notes that they want to create a custom survey around their
customer\\'s preferences to help improve product recommendations, marketing journeys, and customer service upsell
opportunities. They want to house the survey responses in their Salesforce ecosystem so they can run reports. They
plan on having two teams manage the survey and change questions twice a year. 

Which three questions should a Solution Architect ask to ensure they understand the requirements well enough to
design an appropriate multi-cloud solution? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Will the teams need the ability to change designs? 

B. Does the team need front-end development capabilities? 

C. How many survey responses would you anticipate in a peak 24-hour period? 

D. Will you ever have more than nine possible answers for a survey question? 

E. How often do you update surveys? 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 7

A company is currently Implementing B2C Commerce and wants to use Marketing Cloud to send transactional emails
like the Welcome Email, Order Confirmation, and Order Status Update Email. 

Which three steps are required to configure the Marketing Cloud Connector for triggered emails? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Configure REST Services in B2C Commerce that will be used to authenticate B2C Commerce against Marketing
Cloud via its API integration and initiate a transactional email delivery. 

B. Customize the B2C Commerce storefront to invoke Marketing Cloud\\'s Transactional Messaging REST API
whenever a transactional message should be delivered. This customization should first authenticate B2C Commerce
against Marketing Cloud and then deliver the Transactional Messaging pavload to inform message contents. 

C. Create an API Integration in Marketing Cloud using Installed Packages that provision access to Marketing Cloud
APIs by external systems like B2C Commerce. 

D. Customize the B2C Commerce storefront to trigger Marketing Cloud Transactional Messages at strategic points in
the customer\\'s experience by using Marketing Cloud\\'s Transactional Messaging REST API. This customization
should Include a payload that informs message contents. 

E. Integrate Marketing Cloud and B2C Commerce to provide Marketing Cloud with B2C Commerce order and customer
information on a nightly basis via SFTP. 
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Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 8

A Solution Architect is working on a project that will use Service Cloud and Marketing Cloud. The company is concerned
about its service agents\\' productivity, since they will sometimes also require access to Marketing Cloud. The company
wants the Solution Architect to implement a solution that lets agents authenticate and access all systems with the least
possible clicks. The company wants agents to confirm their identity using multi- factor authentication (MFA) upon
logging in to either system. 

Which three activities does the Solution Architect need to complete in order to meet the company\\'s requirements? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Enable SSO on both Service Cloud and Marketing Cloud. 

B. Define which system is acting as an identity provider (IDP). 

C. Configure Marketing Cloud Connect, 

D. Enable Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) and Salesforce Event Monitoring on the identity provider (IDP). 

E. Enable MFA on the identity provider (IDP). 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer service team raised a new business requirement that requires a multi-cloud solution design between B2C
Commerce, Service Cloud, and Marketing Cloud. A Solution Architect has been hired to lead the design of the multi-
cloud solution. 

Which two actions should the Solution Architect take to accurately capture requirements and deliver the solution
overview? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Include functional subject matter experts and technical resources across multiple discovery workshops, grouped by
business function to ensure all requirements are captured. 

B. Conduct discovery workshops and upon completion present the solution back to the design authority or executive
stakeholders to validate the solution. 

C. Conduct discovery workshops to create a user acceptance testing document and invite business owners, each cloud
technical architect, and implementation development team. 

D. Include the customer service team so that they can provide detailed user stories prior to the discovery workshops. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10
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A single-brand client is implementing a Salesforce multi-cloud solution that includes B2C Commerce, Service Cloud,
and Marketing Cloud. They have licenses for over 100 Service Cloud sandboxes, one B2C Commerce realm with on-
demand sandboxes, and three Marketing Cloud production business units. The client wants to understand the
environment, development, and automation deployment strategy for the implementation. Which two recommendations
should a Solution Architect make in the discovery session? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Run load testing in B2C Commerce pre-launch against the production instance connected to a full copy sandbox in
Service Cloud 

B. Use Marketing Cloud business units as testing environments 

C. Use a single Marketing Cloud instance to connect to multiple Service Cloud environments using Marketing Cloud
Connect for each business unit 

D. Use a Service Cloud partial copy sandbox to provide better performance than a developer pro sandbox as well as a
normal sandbox 

Correct Answer: AC 
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